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The Signet Classics edition of William Shakespeare's black comedy.A complex play
that combines pathos and humor, The Merchant of Venice also introduces one of Shakespeare's
most memorable villains, the Jewish moneylender Shylock, who famously demands a “pound of
flesh” for what he is owed.This revised Signet Classics edition includes unique features such
as:• An overview of Shakespeare's life, world, and theater• A special introduction to the play by
the editor, Kenneth Myrick• Notes on the sources of The Merchant of Venice• Dramatic criticism
from Nicholas Rowe, William Hazlitt, Elmer Edgar Stoll, and others• A comprehensive stage and
screen history of notable actors, directors, and productions• Text, notes, and commentaries
printed in the clearest, most readable text• And more...

About the AuthorWilliam Shakespeare (1564–1616) was a poet, playwright, and actor who is
widely regarded as one of the most influential writers in the history of the English language.
Often referred to as the Bard of Avon, Shakespeare's vast body of work includes comedic,
tragic, and historical plays; poems; and 154 sonnets. His dramatic works have been translated
into every major language and are performed more often than those of any other playwright.
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Reinold F., “Shakespeare is a genius, again, and again. (AmazonClassics Edition). Genius. No
other word can explain how one man can make so many master works. Around half the reading
of 'The Merchant of Venice' I was feeling it was a bit slow and, to be blunt, somehow pointless
and perhaps predictable. But no, nothing is what seems and the first half prepares us to
understand how extraordinaire is the character of Portia, maybe I am forgetting somebody but
she is now my favorite heroine in literature. Super smart, absolutely amazing, beyond beautiful;
cunning as a demon, lovely as an angel. She is just perfect. But not the dull and generic
perfection that non talented writers incur so many times these days, because even when she
portrays a man she is herself as well but in her own feminine way, with her own ideas and
interests driven by her passions.Shakespeare has been a discovery to me, beyond his
biography and the plot of Romeo and Juliet I didn't know about him, so I didn't know if this play
would be either a tragedy or a comedy (and I wont tell you to not spoil you the reading). The
second half is so thrilling, I fret about the words uttered by Bassanio unsuspectingly to a Portia in
disguise, because it feels one of those tests a loved woman can put upon you, tests in which
one world can forfeit you the world. Is so thrilling to know if Bassanio, Antonio and Shylock will
surpass the test of so clever a heroine as Portia for love, trial and justice respectively. I didn't feel
Shylock as a villain. The injustice of the insults by his customers and the fugue of his daughter
Jessica with a Christian explain therefore the demand of justice, what could be mistaken by
cruelty, but not: we would do the same in his place. This play is just perfect in that it resembles
life.About the AmazonClassics edition it is another win. Excellent format, useful X-Ray, clear
typography, and it contains only the masterwork, without introductions to spoil you the reading.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Title on the Spine "The Merchant of Venice was faded and hard to
read-otherwise OK.Thanks.. see above”

The Quackinator  , “Not my favorite edition but it gets the job done. I mean it has the text of the
play which is really the most important part. I have better annotated copies of this play but this
is.a perfectly fine edition”

Eric Schissel (Ebook Library), “Yes, I found it difficult to enjoy this play. not least because of 400
years of intervening history, my own heritage, and other factors usually only both unavoidable
and also not really relevant. It's a bit of a conundrum.”

Ralph S. Newbill, “Great Kindle edition!. Ignatius deserves five stars for providing students with
functional Kindle editions of the great Bard; in addition to The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet,
Macbeth, and Romeo and Juliet are also available.Let me briefly explain. Until now, there have
been no Kindle editions of Shakespeare's plays that provide students with hyper-linked
footnotes. The one exception I know of is the Penguin-Pelican Merchant of Venice, but this



contains several formatting errors; the other volumes by this publisher do not have the footnotes
hyper-linked, making the text pretty much unreadable. The Signet editions suffer from the same
problem as the Penguin-Pelican.By the way,the only ranting here is the 'post-modernist'
complaint, from an earlier review, of traditional criticism.Of course, the play itself is five stars.”

Bruin, “Merchant of Venice. I like the life lessons you learn in this play, and the humor is amazing!
I enjoyed the trick Narrisa and Portia play in their husbands especially”

Reg Gaet, “The merchant's choice. Bassanio history based in Venice, Italy. Great novel.”

Burnsie, “A thoroughly great read.. This is the first book of Shakespeare that I have read since i
was at school. I was  not  disappointed by it.”

Rob-o, “Great play! Sturdy edition. Play is amazing. I'd gotten to thinking Shakespeare was only
for those who spoke Middle English or something. I'm 40, so maybe that makes the difference
(last time I read him I was 17 I think). Edition is sturdy. The text is laid out fine, no commentary,
but none is really necessary if you read slowly and think about/savor it. Background info at the
end, printed from Wikipedia, had some formatting/typo issues...but was surprisingly helpful.”

RAYMOND W MADDEN, “Re-,reading this book has brought back so many memories. In 1958
this was my GCE O level English Literature set book. and I still have the same interest now as
then with the plot.With age I appreciate the play on words, this went over my head as a
teenager.Very pleased to have re-read the book, now I want to see the play.”

The book by William Shakespeare has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 1,524 people have provided
feedback.
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